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OKC HARVEST
LESSON 1: GROWING SEASONS & WEATHER
INTRO VIDEO
The video introduces the above-mentioned concepts
for this month and sparks thoughts about:
What do warm season crops have in common?
What are the growing seasons in our garden?
Do you know which crops grow in which season?
What do you think the weather station has to do
with understanding our growing seasons?
bit.ly/Harvest-Weather

OBJECTIVES
Understand warm and cool
growing seasons and crops.
Introduce weather station tools.
Students begin tracking
weather observations.

CONCEPTS
Weather vs. Climate
The Four Seasons
Warm vs. Cool Season Crops
Weather Observation &
Recording

VOCABULARY
Crop - A crop is a plant that can be grown and harvested for eating and
selling.
Growing Season – the time of year when crops grow without being
killed by extreme cold.
Frost – the term to describe when the temperatures are cold enough to
kill certain plants. Refers to the ice crystals that form on surfaces at this
temperature.
Hardy plant – Tolerates cold and can survive frost.
Tender – Does not thrive in cold and does not survive any frost.
Weather station – a collection of instruments for measuring weather
conditions to study the weather and climate.
Cardinal Directions – The directions north, east, south, and west,
commonly denoted by their initials N, E, S, and W.
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THE FOUR SEASONS
Weather changes throughout the year and can be tracked through the
changing of the seasons. Each has its own light, temperature, and weather
patterns that repeat yearly.

SUMMER
Summer is the hottest season, with sunnier, longer days.
Oftentimes, there is less rain, and the season is much
more dry.

FALL / AUTUMN
The days begin to get shorter and colder, and the leaves on
the trees begin to change. There is less daylight, and many
plants begin to lose their leaves and stop growing. Many
animals begin their preparation for winter hibernation.

WINTER
Winter is the coldest time of the year. This is a period when
animals hibernate, and many plants go dormant or stop
growing. The days are shorter and darker.

SPRING
The temperature begins to get warmer, and the days get
longer. New vegetation grows, and animals come out of
hibernation. This is a period of time with more rainfall.
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OKLAHOMA
GROWING SEASONS

WARM - April through late October
COOL - October through March

WARM SEASON CROPS

CORN

BEANS

WATERMELON

BASIL

ZINNIAS

CANTALOUPE

EGGPLANT

SWEET POTATO

PEPPERS

CUCUMBER

TOMATO

SUMMER SQUASH

PUMPKIN

SUNFLOWER

CELERY

WHAT IS THE WARM SEASON?
One thing these crops have in common is that they thrive in warm
temperatures, AND they would be killed by very cold temperatures. These
crops like to grow in Oklahoma beginning in the late spring, through the
summer and into fall. This time period is the warm growing season, or
“warm season.”
In Oklahoma, our warm season is 180 days long! That is six months without
frost (when the temperature gets cold enough to turn water into ice).
During this time, we can grow warm season crops because we know we will
have warm weather. Another term for warm season crops is tender. They
are called tender because they are sensitive to cold temperatures!
We gardeners have to pay attention to frosts because when frosts happen
and things begin to freeze, many plants will die or at least be damaged.
Once the frosts arrive, the warm season, tender crops are done!
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COOL SEASON CROPS

BROCCOLI

CAULIFLOWER

CARROT

TURNIP

LEEK

ONION

SPINACH

LETTUCE

SWISS CHARD

BRUSSEL SPROUTS

KOHLRABI

COLLARD GREENS

KALE

CILANTRO

RADISH

PARSNIP

WHAT IS THE COOL SEASON?
Here in Oklahoma, we also have a cool growing season too, because there
are many plants which like the cooler temperatures we have from late fall,
through the winter and through early spring. These are hardy crops. Hardy
crops are tough and can handle freezing weather without being damaged
or killed. See the lists of cool season hardy crops and warm season tender
crops. Keep in mind, some crops are in between tender and hardy… kind of
like people!
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WEATHER VS. CLIMATE
What do we mean by the word weather? It has to do mainly with how cold
or hot it is in a given day. Listening to or watching the weather report
weather helps us know what kind of clothes to wear tomorrow or even next
week.
Let’s think ahead. Does the weather report tell us what the weather will be
like say waaay later in the year, like on December 5th? Nope! So how do we
plan ahead? To plan ahead we have to know about the climate. The
climate is the pattern of weather we typically have. Based on all the
weather reports that have ever been made in Oklahoma, we know that our
weather gets cold in the winter and warm in the summer. That is our
climate.

Weather describes the conditions daily. Weather tells you what to wear
TODAY.
Climate is the PATTERN of weather over long periods of time. Scientists
study weather every day for years and years to understand our climate.
Climate tells you what types of clothes you should have in your closet for
the WHOLE YEAR.

Climate is what we expect.
Weather is what we get!

SUMMER CLOTHES

WINTER CLOTHES
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REPORTING WEATHER
Meteorologists are a type of scientist that track the weather each day and
give us the weather reports. They do that using weather instruments which
measure things like rain and wind. We now have a weather station in our
garden. That way we can practice meteorology here at school. Today we
are going to observe and record our own weather data!
Some meteorologists study our climate. Many have noticed that the
climate is changing, which makes their jobs very important.

Taylor Cox is an Oklahoma City meteorologist who
reports on weather for Oklahoma.
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WEATHER STATIONS
A weather station is a set of instruments designed to collect data about the
weather. Once we have this weather data collected over time, we can see
trends in how the weather is at various times of the year.
A few instruments you might find on a weather station are:
Thermometer: Measures air temperature. A
min/max thermometer remembers the highest and
lowest temperature since last being reset. This is
helpful for tracking frosts.
When the sun hits our skin, it feels warm. When
the sun hits the earth, it warms it up.
When the sun hits a thermometer, the liquid
inside the tube goes up. The liquid inside the
thermometer changes all the time. It goes up
with heat and down with cold.
Wind Sock:
Shows you the wind
direction.

Rain Gauge:
Measures
precipitation
by catching
rainfall.

To use the windsock,
we must know the
cardinal directions,
North, South, East
and West.

Anemometer:
Measures
wind
speed.

The windsock fills with air and points
in the direction the wind is blowing.
We name the wind based on where
it comes from. So, if the windsock
points north, the wind has come
from the south. It is called a south
wind.

Barometer:
Measures air
pressure.
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APPLYING LESSON CONCEPTS
Garden Walk:
If you have a school garden or growing operation, conduct a garden
walk and have students document their observations about the garden.
Journal Prompts:
What time of year is it?
What types of plants are currently growing?
What are some of the properties of these plants?
Are the cool or warm season crops?

Tracking Weather:
This is a great opportunity for
students to practice data
collection and reporting. Each
day over a period of time,
write down the temperature
for the day, then create a
graph at the end of the week,
month, etc.

Video time! Check out
this quick video for an
introduction to
recording weather
observations.

Weather Reports:
Have your students go outdoors and act as meteorologists giving
weather reports. Have them share observations about the temperature,
chance of precipitation, appearance of clouds in the sky, etc.

Weather Station Application:
If your school has the capacity,
consider creating a mini weather
station that includes some of the
items previously discussed. This is a
great way for students to see these
items in real-life and learn how to
use them. Pictured are students at
Cleveland Elementary using tools in
their weather station.
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RAIN GAUGE WORKSHEET
It has rained a lot! The rain gauges below measures how many inches
of rain have fallen. Each number on the rain gauge represents 1 inch.
How much rain fell? Copy the correct words to fill in the blanks.
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MAKING A RAIN GAUGE
Supplies:
Repurposed wide-mouth jar
Ruler
Tape
Sharpie

Instructions:
1. Find an old pickle, pasta sauce or mayonnaise jar. The
mouth should be as wide as the jar itself or close to it.
2. Place a piece of masking tape vertically from the base of
the jar to the top or write directly on the jar.
3. Use a ruler to measure and a Sharpie pen to mark ¼”
increments on the tape or onto the jar.
4. Set the jar outside away from buildings and trees. Check
each day. Record amounts of moisture collected, then
empty the jar.
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APPLICABLE KINDERGARTEN ACADEMIC STANDARDS
Science Standards
K.PS3.1 Make observations to determine the effect of sunlight on
Earth’s surface. Making observations should include opportunities to
directly observe surfaces (e.g. sand, soil, rocks, or playground
equipment) in direct sunlight, partial sunlight and shade with
opportunities to explore and discuss observed patterns of the sun’s
impact on those surfaces. Opportunities to share noticings and
wonderings should be encouraged. Sunlight warms the Earth’s
surface.
K.LS1.1 Use observations to describe patterns of what plants and
animals (including humans) need to survive.
K.ESS.2.1 Use and share observations of local weather conditions to
describe patterns over time.
K.ESS3.2 Ask questions to understand the purpose of weather
forecasting to prepare for and respond to severe weather.
Math Standards
K.D.1 Collect, organize, and interpret categorical data.
K.D.1.1 Collect and sort information about objects and events in the
environment.
K.D.1.2 Use categorical data to create real-object and picture graphs.
K.D.1.3 Draw conclusions from real-object and picture graphs.
Language Standards
K.1.R.1 Students will actively listen and speak using agreed-upon rules
for discussion with guidance and support.
K.1.R.2 Students will ask and answer questions to seek help, get
information, or clarify about information presented orally or through
text or other media with guidance and support.
K.1.R.4 Students will follow one and two step directions.
K.4.R.1 Students will acquire new academic, content-specific, gradelevel vocabulary and relate new words to prior knowledge with
guidance and support.
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